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Abstract— This work presents an analysis of Dense Multipath
Components (DMC) in an industrial workshop. Radio channel
sounding was performed with a vector network analyzer and
virtual antenna arrays. The specular and dense multipath com-
ponents were estimated with the RiMAX algorithm. The DMC
covariance structure of the RiMAX data model was validated.
Two DMC parameters were studied: the distribution of radio
channel power between specular and dense multipath, and the
DMC reverberation time. The DMC power accounted for 23 to
70% of the total channel power. A significant difference between
DMC powers in line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight was observed,
which can be largely attributed to the power of the line-of-sight
multipath component. In agreement with room electromagnetics
theory, the DMC reverberation time was found to be nearly
constant. Overall, DMC in the industrial workshop is more
important than in office environments: it occupies a fraction of
the total channel power that is 4 to 13% larger. The industrial en-
vironment absorbs on average 29% of the electromagnetic energy
compared to 45-51% for office environments in literature: this
results in a larger reverberation time in the former environment.
These findings are explained by the highly cluttered and metallic
nature of the workshop.

Index Terms—channel characterization and modeling, dense
multipath components, channel sounding, industrial environment

I. INTRODUCTION

OVER the course of the last decade, the physical view of

the radio channel has undergone an important change.

Before that, the radio channel was commonly considered to be

a collection of only specular multipath components or plane

waves, see e.g. [1]. These specular paths have well-defined

discrete locations in the different radio channel dimensions

(e.g., space, frequency, time, etc.). Nowadays, it is known

that part of the radio channel is also continuous across these

dimensions. This part is put under the umbrella of dense

multipath components [2], [3]. Among other sources, these

dense multipath components originate from distributed diffuse
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scattering on electrically small objects. However, the definition

is broader: the philosophy of dense multipath components is

to include all radio channel energy — regardless of their

exact propagation mechanics — that cannot be associated

with the specular multipath components [4], [5]. Hence, this

means that dense multipath components may also comprise

multipath components that would be categorized as specular

multipath from a physical point of view, but cannot be reliably

detected because they are too weak and too close to other

multipath components in the angular and delay domains.

Because of this, only the average power of dense multipath

components across these domains can be modeled, while

their phase is inaccessible for estimation. This contrasts the

specular multipath components where both the power and

the phase of the path can be obtained. Therefore, the dense

and specular multipath components are often also referred to

as the incoherent and coherent parts of the radio channel,

respectively. Because the available information and modeling

strategies of dense and specular multipath components differ,

well-known radio channel parameters have to now be evaluated

for both types of multipath separately. The effect of dense

multipath components has been investigated on, e.g., the

angular channel characteristics in [4], [5], the polarization

channel characteristics in [6], [7], the multipath clustering

behavior in [8], and the channel capacity in [9].

Dense multipath components have already been investi-

gated in office environments [4], [5], [6], [8]. This work

presents — to the best of the authors’ knowledge — the

first characterization of dense multipath components in an

industrial environment, specifically a workshop for shipping

container restoration. The parameters under investigation are

the fractional power of the dense multipath components and

their reverberation time. Their characterization is based on nar-

rowband channel sounding around a 3 GHz center frequency.

The specular and dense multipath components are estimated

from the channel sounding data by means of the RiMAX

framework, i.e., an iterative maximum-likelihood multipath

search algorithm [2]. The RiMAX algorithm is particularly

suitable for the topic of this paper because it is built on

a data model that allows for both specular and dense mul-

tipath components. In contrast, estimation algorithms such

as Space-Alternating Generalized Expectation-Maximization

(SAGE) [10] and Estimation of Signal Parameters via Rota-

tional Invariance Techniques (ESPRIT) [11] historically only

assumed specular components in their data model and have not

been widely modified yet to account for dense multipath [12].

Although scarce, there exist a number of publications ana-
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lyzing multipath propagation in industrial environments, e.g.

[13], [14], [15], [16], [17]. However, the novelty of this paper

lies in the fact that it presents the first attempt at separating

specular and dense multipath in industrial radio channels.

II. MEASUREMENTS AND DATA PROCESSING

A. Measurement environment

The industrial environment under consideration is a work-

shop for reparation of intermodal shipping containers. The

workshop consists of a single room with dimensions 20.4 m

(length) by 22.0 m (width) by 4.8 m (height). The building

materials for the walls are a collection of bricks, concrete

slabs, steel plates, steel industrial doors, and glass windows.

The floor and ceiling are made up of concrete slabs and

corrugated steel panels, respectively. The workshop’s inventory

consists largely of metal container parts, machinery, and small

cranes. It is noted that the workshop is intended for manual

labor and as such no automated industrial processing lines are

present. Fig. 1 shows a photo of the measurement environment,

in which the highly cluttered, predominantly metallic nature

of the workshop’s inventory is clearly apparent.

B. Channel sounding procedure

Narrowband1 frequency-domain channel sounding measure-

ments were performed in the industrial environment under

consideration. A Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) of type

Rohde & Schwarz ZNB8 was used to probe the radio channel

in a 100 MHz bandwidth centered around 3 GHz. In this

frequency band, MF = 256 uniformly spaced frequency points

were sampled. The feeder cables for the transmitting and

the receiving antenna of type Huber+Suhner S-04212-B were

included in the VNA calibration so they do not appear in the

measurement data. At both link ends, a virtual antenna array

was created by an automated positioning system. A virtual

antenna array does not suffer from antenna coupling which

perturbs the radio channel measurements. At both transmit (T)

and receive (R) side, the virtual array was a planar horizontal

Uniform Circular Array (UCA) consisting of MT = MR

= 8 antenna elements. The inter-element spacing was 0.45

times the wavelength at the largest measurement frequency

of 3.050 GHz. For each position of transmit and receive

antenna, the VNA took 10 sweeps of the frequency range

to be used for measurement noise reduction when applying

the RiMAX algorithm. As transmitting and receiving antenna,

broadband omnidirectional discone antennas of type Electro-

Metrics EM-6116 were used. Both antennas were 1.50 m

above ground level during measurements. Measurements were

done outside of regular working hours because frequency-

swept measurements with virtual antenna arrays require a

static radio channel without movement (in contrast to time-

domain measurements which allow for faster acquisition times

and which can also capture time-variant channels [18], [19]).

1Narrowband in this context means a small relative bandwidth, i.e., the
ratio of the measurement bandwidth to the center frequency. This ensures
that the electrical dimensions of the antenna arrays do not change much over
the measurement bandwidth. This property is used by the multipath estimation
algorithm to separate the spatial and frequency dimensions in order to keep
the algorithm computationally viable.

Figure 1. Measurement environment

Fig. 2 presents a floor plan of the measurement environment

with transmitting (Tx) and receiving (Rx) antenna locations.

In total, 12 Tx-Rx links were measured: the Tx remained

at a fixed location while the Rx was moved to different

locations between measurements (Rxi for i = 1, . . . , 12 in

Fig. 2). Measurement were done for three different Tx-Rx link

shadowing conditions: Line-of-Sight (LoS, circles in Fig. 2),

Obstructed Line-of-Sight (OLoS, squares), and Non-Line-of-

Sight (NLoS, triangles). The distinction between OLoS and

NLoS was made as follows: in the former case the LoS

component was blocked by an obstacle such as a small crane,

which contains gaps through which the Tx and Rx can still

partially see each other. In the latter case the LoS component

was visually fully blocked by an obstacle such as a container.

C. Estimation of specular and dense multipath components

1) RiMAX data model: The measured array response vector

h ∈ CMRMTMF×1 can be written as the sum of a deterministic
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Figure 2. Floor plan with Tx and Rx locations (circle: LoS, square: OLoS,
triangle: NLoS)
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part s(θs) and a stochastic part d(θd), i.e., h = s(θs)+d(θd).
The deterministic part is a function of the channel’s Specu-

lar Multipath Components (SMC). The SMC parameters are

grouped into the parameter array θs. The stochastic part is de-

termined by the Dense Multipath Components (DMC) as well

as the thermal noise inherent to the measurement equipment.

The DMC and noise parameters are grouped into the parameter

array θd. Based on the principle of maximum entropy in

Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) channel modeling, it

is assumed that h is a realization of a multivariate complex

Gaussian process with probability density function [20]:

p (x;θs,θd) = π−M det (R (θd))
−1

· exp
[

− (x− s (θs))
H
R−1 (θd) (x− s (θs))

]

(1)

where M = MRMTMF . The covariance matrix R(θd)
depends only on the DMC + noise parameters θd. The data

model of the RiMAX estimation framework assumes the

DMC is Kronecker-separable in the spatial and frequency

domains. Mathematically, the covariance matrix R(θd) has

the following structure [2]:

R (θd) = IMR
⊗ IMT

⊗Rf + α0IM (2)

where Ik is the identity matrix of size k. According to

(2), RiMAX’s data model assumes DMC that is spatially

white at transmit and receive side (i.e., has constant angular

power densities). Additionally, measurements are corrupted

by complex additive white Gaussian noise with power α0.

Furthermore, the DMC is assumed correlated and wide-sense

stationary in the frequency domain, which implies that the

frequency covariance matrix Rf has a Toeplitz structure. The

DMC power ψ(τ) is modeled as an exponential decay as

function of delay τ [2]. An exponential decay is commonly

found in highly scattering environments such as for example

reverberation chambers [21]:

ψ (τ) = α1 exp

[

−
τ − τd
τr

]

(τ > τd) (3)

From (3), the frequency covariance matrix is calculated as

Rf = toep(κ,κH), where κ ∈ CMF×1 is a sampled version

of the power spectral density associated with ψ(τ) (i.e., the

Fourier transform of (3)). Based on the capabilities of the

measurement system in Section II-B and equations (2) and (3),

the following structure for SMC and DMC + noise parameter

arrays is set:

θs =
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ϑA

ϕD

ϑD

τA
γ

















← SMC azimuth of arrival

← SMC elevation of arrival

← SMC azimuth of departure

← SMC elevation of departure

← SMC time of arrival

← SMC complex amplitude

,

θd =









α1

τd
τr
α0









← DMC peak power

← DMC onset time

← DMC reverberation time

← noise power

(4)

In (4), θs is a 6 × N matrix where N is the number of

specular multipath components. Each row of θs contains the

corresponding specular parameter for each of the N specular

paths. Furthermore, θd is a 4 × 1 vector containing the

DMC and noise parameters. Finally, we note that the RiMAX

framework is an iterative maximum-likelihood algorithm: the

estimates θ̂s and θ̂d of the SMC and DMC + noise parameter

arrays are determined such that they maximize the likelihood

of observing the measured response h.

2) Model order selection and reliability of specular paths:

A major topic of this paper is the power distribution between

SMC and DMC. Because of this, the issue of model order

selection or the determination of the number of specular

paths N should be treated with care. The usual approach to

model order selection is to use algorithms such as the Akaike

information criterion or the minimum description length which

calculate the log-likelihood of candidate models with different

N to decide on its value [22]. Instead in this paper, we use

the approach outlined in [2] that is based on the estimated

power of specular paths. An important feature of the RiMAX

algorithm is that it provides as a by-product an estimate

of the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM). For asymptotically

uncoupled parameters, the diagonal elements of the inverse of

the FIM are variance estimates of the channel parameters in

(4). It is possible to associate a Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)

with the estimated specular path magnitudes: a specular path

p with estimated complex amplitude γ̂p has an SNR ρ̂p equal

to

ρ̂p =
|γ̂p|

2

var (|γ̂p|)
(5)

In (5), var(·) is the variance of its argument. The specular

path p is deemed unreliable and is removed from further

analysis if its SNR ρ̂p is too small. It can be derived that

the |γ̂p| estimator follows a half-normal distribution (i.e., the

distribution of the absolute value of a normally distributed

random variable with zero mean) with variance var(|γ̂p|) [2].

The SNR ρ̂p in (5) then follows a chi-squared distribution with

one degree of freedom (χ2

1
). We retain path p if its estimated

SNR is larger than the 90th percentile of χ2

1
, equal to 2.71 or

4.32 dB. The RiMAX algorithm is iterative: in each iteration,

a fixed number of new specular paths are estimated from the

measured channel response. The number of new paths per

iteration can be chosen arbitrarily and was set to five. If all five

paths in one iteration fail the SNR threshold of 4.32 dB, then

we consider the channel to be exhausted of reliable specular

paths and the RiMAX algorithm is stopped. We further note

that model order selection based on (5) is more suited for

this paper’s topic than selection based on information criteria.

The latter calculate an optimal value for the size of the signal

subspace as a whole without deciding on the reliability of

individual specular paths. However, the path SNR method

checks each individual path for its reliability. This is more in

line with the philosophy of dense multipath: dense multipath

can also comprise specular paths that cannot be resolved

reliably due to the channel sounder’s limited aperture(s).

Fig. 3 visualizes the model order selection for the Tx-Rx1
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Figure 3. SMC and DMC + noise in the delay domain for the Tx-Rx1 link

link. Shown are the measured Averaged Power Delay Profile

(APDP), the estimated SMC, and the APDP of the DMC

+ noise part after subtracting the (reliable) SMC from the

channel response. In Fig. 3, the estimated SMC are shown

as circles. Vertical lines connect each specular path with

the variance of the path’s magnitude, shown as crosses. The

vertical lines directly represent the SNR ρ̂p in (5) in dB. If

the SNR is less than 4.32 dB then the corresponding path

is considered to be unreliable, which is indicated by a filled

circle in Fig. 3. Specular paths for which the SNR is greater

than 4.32 dB are reliable and thus retained: these are indicated

by an empty circle. We note that the choice of the threshold

for the path SNR is argued but still in part arbitrary, as is the

case with any criterion. Despite this, our choice appears to

work well for our measurement data: for example in Fig 3,

SMC that are clearly in the measurement noise part (delays of

500 ns and larger) are all rejected by the SNR criterion. For the

Tx-Rx1 link in Fig. 3, the RiMAX algorithm stopped with 50

SMC rejected and 75 SMC retained. The model order selection

procedure for this link thus resulted in N = 75 specular paths.

Fig. 4 shows the 75 SMC of the Tx-Rx1 link, where the

length of the plotted rays is proportional to their power in

dB. The three most powerful SMC end in diamond markers:

they are the LoS component, the ground-reflected ray with

azimuth angles close to those of the LoS component, and the

ray reflected off the top wall.
3) Validity of the DMC + noise covariance model: This

section aims to analyze the goodness-of-fit of the simple DMC

+ noise covariance structure (2) to our industrial channel

sounding data. Following the estimation of the SMC and DMC

+ noise parameter arrays θ̂s and θ̂d in the previous sections,

the deterministic and stochastic parts of the measured channel

h can be reconstructed as follows:

ŝ = A
(

ϕ̂A, ϑ̂A, ϕ̂D, ϑ̂D, τ̂A

)

γ̂T (6)

d̂ = h− ŝ (7)

In (6), A ∈ CMRMTMF×N is an appropriate steering matrix

Rx2

Rx3Rx4

Rx5

Rx6

Rx7

Rx8

Rx10

Rx11

Rx12

Tx

Rx9

Rx1

Figure 4. SMC of the Tx-Rx1 link (the three most powerful SMC end in a
diamond marker)

accounting for the array geometries and frequency settings of

the channel sounder. The goodness-of-fit analysis is started

by performing a decorrelation transformation on the stochastic

part d̂ using the reconstructed covariance matrix R(θ̂d) in (2):

d̂w = R−1/2
(

θ̂d

)

d̂ (8)

If the covariance structure (2) is a perfect fit for the

stochastic part then the decorrelation transformation (8) is a

whitening transformation. In this case R̂w = E{d̂wd̂w

H
},

i.e., the covariance matrix associated with d̂w, is the identity

matrix. Due to the usual high dimensionality of channel

sounding data, it is more than often impossible to obtain a

well-conditioned estimate of R̂w. For example, the size of R̂w

is MRMTMF×MRMTMF = 16384×16384 for our channel

sounding data. In contrast only ten channel observations (ten

VNA frequency sweeps in Section II-B) are available to
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estimate the expectation E{·}, which is largely insufficient. To

alleviate this issue, it is further assumed that the spatial and

frequency dimensions of R̂w are separable: this is justified

given the narrowband character of the channel sounding pro-

cedure. This is mathematically given by R̂w = R̂w,s⊗R̂w,f ,

with:

R̂w,s =
1

MF
E

{

D̂w,sD̂w,s

H
}

(9)

R̂w,f =
1

MRMT
E

{

D̂w,fD̂w,f

H
}

(10)

R̂w,s and R̂w,f are the spatial and frequency covariance

matrices, respectively. D̂w,s (size MRMT ×MF ) and D̂w,f

(size MF×MRMT ) are reshaped versions of d̂w. Each row of

D̂w,s (respectively D̂w,f ) contains the channel gain for one

Tx-Rx subchannel (respectively one frequency point) across all

frequency points (respectively Tx-Rx subchannels). Equations

(9) and (10) lead to well-conditioned covariance matrices:

R̂w,s and R̂w,f can be interpreted as frequency and spatially

averaged versions respectively of the full covariance matrix

R̂w. Fig. 5 shows the magnitudes in dB of the elements of

R̂w,s and R̂w,f for the Tx-Rx1 link. It is observed that both

the spatial and frequency covariance matrices approach the

identity matrix, thereby confirming the validity of the DMC +

noise covariance structure (2) for this link.

The proximity of R̂w,s and R̂w,f to the identity matrix is

further investigated quantitatively using the Correlation Matrix

Distance (CMD) measure [23]. The CMD d(A,B) between

two covariance matrices A and B of equal size is defined as:

d (A,B) = 1−
tr (AB)

‖A‖
2
‖B‖

2

∈ [0, 1] (11)

In (11), tr(·) denotes the trace and ‖ · ‖2 is the Frobenius

norm. d(A,B) is zero for equal covariance matrices and

becomes one if the matrices differ maximally. For all 12 Tx-Rx

links of our measurement campaign, d(R̂w,s, IMRMT
) varies

between 0.03 and 0.05, while d(R̂w,f , IMF
) ranges between

0.19 and 0.23. These low values for both CMDs support the

whiteness of d̂w under the narrowband assumption and thus

by extension the validity of the DMC + noise covariance

structure (2) for our measurement data. Finally, the observation

that d(R̂w,f , IMF
) is larger than d(R̂w,s, IMRMT

) is not

necessarily because the frequency covariance model is a worse

fit to our measurement data than the spatial covariance model.

We note that the R̂w,f estimator in (10) is less accurate

(has larger variance) than the R̂w,s estimator in (9), because

MRMT < MF . The smaller estimation accuracy of R̂w,f

may make this covariance matrix appear to be further away

from the identity matrix than R̂w,s.

4) Calculation of SMC and DMC power: For the purpose

of this section, the reconstructed deterministic part ŝ in (6)

and stochastic part d̂ in (7) are first reshaped as matrices Ŝf

and D̂f ∈ CMF×MRMT . Each column of Ŝf (respectively

D̂f ) contains the frequency response of the SMC (respectively

DMC + noise) for one Tx-Rx subchannel. The APDPs of the

SMC and DMC + noise can then be calculated:
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Figure 5. Spatial and frequency covariance matrices of the DMC + noise
part of the Tx-Rx1 link

ÂPDP(SMC) =
1

MRMT
diag

(

FHŜf

(

FHŜf

)H
)

(12)

ÂPDP(DMC + noise)

=
1

MRMT
diag

(

E

{

FHD̂f

(

FHD̂f

)H
})

(13)

In (12) and (13), F ∈ CMF×MF is the discrete Fourier

transform matrix and diag(·) returns the main diagonal of its

matrix argument. The average powers of the SMC and of the

DMC + noise for a Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) link

can be obtained by summing the APDPs (12) and (13) over

all delay bins:

P̂ (SMC) =
1

MRMT
tr

(

FHŜf

(

FH Ŝf

)H
)

(14)

P̂ (DMC + noise)

=
1

MRMT
tr

(

E

{

FHD̂f

(

FHD̂f

)H
})

(15)
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Because only radio channel characteristics are of interest, it

is important to modify (15) to remove the contribution of the

non-channel effect, i.e., the measurement noise. This is easily

done by observing the independence of the DMC and noise

processes, and by making use of the RiMAX estimator α̂0 for

the measurement noise power. The average power of the DMC

is then calculated as:

P̂ (DMC) = P̂ (DMC + noise)−MF α̂0 (16)

A quantity of interest is the fractional DMC power f̂DMC,

i.e., the percentage the DMC contributes to the total channel

power:

f̂DMC =
P̂ (DMC)

P̂ (SMC) + P̂ (DMC)
× 100% (17)

III. RESULTS

Table I lists for each Tx-Rx link a number of channel

parameters that are relevant for the topic of this paper. Shown

are the number of SMC N obtained with the procedure in

Section II-C2 and two DMC-related parameters: the fractional

DMC power fDMC in (17) and the DMC reverberation time

τr in (3)2. The Tx-Rx links are grouped according to their

link shadowing circumstances. The DMC-related parameters

are discussed in-depth in the following subsections.

A. Fractional DMC power

From Table I, there is indication that the fractional DMC

power fDMC becomes larger with increased link shadowing:

the sample median of fDMC equals 26.6%, 50.0%, and 63.0%

for LoS, OLoS, and NLoS, respectively. Several comparative

statistical tests were carried out on the fDMC dataset in Table I

to substantiate this observation. In the following, all tests are

carried out with the link shadowing categories (LoS, OLoS,

and NLoS) as groups.

A Kruskal-Wallis analysis of variance confirms our ob-

servation that there is a difference in the median value of

fDMC between at least two link shadowing groups (p-value

= 0.04). Mann-Whitney U tests are subsequently performed to

search for significant differences in median fDMC between link

shadowing pairs. No significant difference is found between

OLoS and both LoS and NLoS (p-values of 0.11 and 0.29,

respectively). The OLoS category can thus be considered as

a gray zone between LoS and NLoS when it comes to DMC

power: the distinction of an OLoS category for this particular

channel parameter may be omitted in the future if continued

studies reach the same conclusion. However, a significant

difference in in median fDMC was found between LoS and

NLoS (p-value = 0.04). Further investigation shows that this

difference can be largely attributed to the fractional power

of the LoS component: the power of the LoS path accounts

for 21%, 34%, and 31% of the total channel power of the

Tx-Rx1, Tx-Rx4, and Tx-Rx6 links, respectively (calculated

with (6) and (14) by using the SMC estimates of only the

2For increased readability, the hat symbol is omitted from the estimated
parameters in the remainder of the paper.

LoS component). As mentioned at the start of this section,

the sample median of the fractional DMC power is 63% for

NLoS and 27% for LoS, a difference of 36%. On the other

hand, the sample median of the LoS component’s fractional

power is 31%. Hence, one can conclude that the decrease in

fractional DMC power from NLoS to LoS is largely caused

by the introduction of a specular LoS component.

Table II presents a comparison of the fractional DMC

power with related work in office environments. It has been

established that the fractional DMC power strongly depends

on the type of environment [9]. Furthermore, the work of [4]

also found a strong link between fDMC and link shadowing

category. Our statistical analysis reaches the same conclusion,

except for perceived weak differences between OLoS and

LoS, and OLoS and NLoS. From Table II, the fDMC range

of the LoS category of our measurements is shifted 13% up

from [4]. The larger fDMC in the industrial environment may

be explained by an increased susceptibility of this environ-

ment to diffuse scattering: Fig. 1 shows a highly cluttered

environment comprising small metal parts and tools as well

as oblong structural steel. Additionally, our measurements

were performed at a lower center frequency than in [4]. This

means reduced electrical dimensions of objects and, therefore,

reduced occurrences of specular reflection in favor of diffuse

scattering.

For our measurements, the largest fDMC range is found for

the OLoS category (Table II). This can be explained by the

comparatively larger diversity of shadowing objects for this

category. While there are no shadowing objects for LoS and

shipping containers are the only type of shadowing object

for NLoS, in comparison the types of shadowing objects

encountered for OLoS are broader: a container edge for the

Tx-Rx5 link, a workbench for Tx-Rx7, and a small crane for

Tx-Rx11 and Tx-Rx12. These results suggest that fDMC may

be best treated as a continuous variable and that there appears

to be a gradual power transfer from the SMC to the DMC as

link shadowing objects become more dense. Furthermore in

Table II, the fDMC range for OLoS in [4] is somewhat smaller

than for our measurements: in line with the explanation above,

this may be because there is only one type of OLoS shadowing

object in [4], i.e., a flight of stairs.

For the NLoS category, the values of fDMC in [4] are

clearly larger compared to [6] (in the latter a mix of OLoS

and NLoS measurements were made). This may have to do

with the fact that — contrary to [6] — the transmitter and

receiver were on different floors in [4]. The authors of [4]

state that this creates a harsh NLoS environment subject to

mostly continuous propagation phenomena, for which also part

of the SMC cannot be detected due to limited measurement

resolution. The NLoS scenario in this paper is more readily

comparable to the NLoS scenario in [6]: both have transmitter

and receiver on the same floor and while the NLoS situation

in [6] is created by brick and plaster walls, the containers (seen

in Fig. 1 on the left and in Fig. 2 at the bottom) create a similar

NLoS obstruction situation (although not obstructing the entire

distance between floor and ceiling like a wall does). The NLoS

fDMC values in this paper are slightly larger than those found

in [6], despite the NLoS obstruction not reaching from floor to
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link shadowing LoS OLoS NLoS

Rx number 1 4 6 5 7 11 12 2 3 8 9 10

N [-] 75 99 93 117 65 41 34 46 42 137 66 45

fDMC [%] 37.5 22.9 26.6 26.9 45.3 54.7 70.2 64.4 63.9 57.1 63.0 60.1

τr [ns] 77.2 79.6 70.0 84.5 74.0 70.6 64.6 73.0 79.5 82.7 83.8 74.4

Table I
NUMBER OF SMC, FRACTIONAL DMC POWER, AND DMC REVERBERATION TIME FOR ALL TX-RX LINKS

center link shadowing
reference environment

frequency LoS OLoS NLoS

[4] open hall in office building 5.3 GHz 10-25% 35-65% 60-90%

[6] office building 3.6 GHz n/a 20-60%

this paper industrial workshop 3.0 GHz 23-38% 27-70% 57-64%

Table II
COMPARISON WITH RELATED WORK FOR fDMC

ceiling in our environment. This redemonstrates the prevalence

of diffuse scattering in the industrial environment, just as for

the LoS category.

B. DMC reverberation time

Firstly, Figs. 3 clearly shows that the single exponential

decay (3) fits the DMC process very well. This contrast the

findings of [8], which uses the OLoS office-environment mea-

surement of [4] and where visually about ten DMC clusters

are distinguished. Secondly, Table I reveals that the DMC

reverberation time τr does not change noticeably between link

shadowing categories and is even fairly constant across all

Tx-Rx links. This observation is backed by a Kruskal-Wallis

analysis of variance which found no difference in median τr
between link shadowing categories (p-value = 0.55).

The two observations made about DMC in the previous

paragraph — a single exponential decay and a reverberation

time that is independent of Rx location — is entirely in line

with the theory of Room Electromagnetics (RE) [24], [25],

[26]. The RE theory borrows from the field of room acoustics

and obtains an exponential decay for the diffuse field under

these assumptions: the field’s intensity does not depend on

direction (rich scattering environment) and its energy density is

constant across the whole room (valid for rooms that are small

enough). The industrial workshop can be deemed to satisfy

both of these assumptions. As with room acoustics, RE is a

scalar theory and therefore does not account for more than

one polarization at Tx and/or Rx. Furthermore, RE provides

a simple relationship between the reverberation time τr, the

room’s geometry and a single constant describing the room’s

electromagnetic absorption qualities:

τr =
4V

cηA
(18)

In (18), V and A are the room’s volume and area, re-

spectively, c is the speed of light in vacuum, and η is

the fraction of energy absorbed by the area A. Using the

industrial workshop’s dimensions in Section II-A, we obtain

V = 2154.2 m3 and A = 1304.6 m2. From Table I, the

median τr across all Tx-Rx links is determined as 75.8 ns.

Using (18), we then obtain the median absorption coefficient

η as 0.29.

The parameter η is particularly interesting to compare the

reverberation properties of different rooms: unlike the τr
parameter, η is independent of room geometry and solely

depends on the average electromagnetic absorption character-

istics of the materials present. These materials in turn directly

relate to the type of environment. For example for office

environments and vertical polarization at both link ends, [24]

found η = 0.51 and [26] obtained η = 0.45. In comparison,

η = 0.29 in the industrial workshop for the same polarization

conditions reveals that the materials of the latter are 16 to 22%

less absorbent. This is easily explained by the highly reflective

nature of the materials commonly found in an industrial

environment.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This work presented a statistical analysis of Dense Mul-

tipath Components (DMC) in an industrial workshop for

shipping container restoration. The analysis was based on radio

channel sounding experiments and the RiMAX maximum-

likelihood algorithm was used to estimate specular and dense

multipath components from the channel sounding data. The

DMC covariance structure of the RiMAX data model was

found to be a good fit for the workshop’s radio channel.

Two parameters related to the DMC were investigated: the

fractional DMC power, i.e., the percentage of total channel

power that can be attributed to dense multipath, and the

DMC reverberation time in the time-delay domain. Among

other things, the impact of the link shadowing category,

i.e., Line-of-Sight (LoS), Obstructed Line-of-Sight (OLoS),

or Non-Line-of-Sight (NLoS), on these two DMC parameters

was examined. The following results were obtained for the

fractional DMC power:

1) The fractional DMC power varies between 23-38%

(LoS), 27-70% (OLoS), and 57-64% (NLoS).

2) The difference between the median fractional DMC

powers of the NLoS and the LoS categories (= 36%
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from sample) is statistically significant. Most of this

difference can be attributed to the power of the LoS

multipath component: the sample median of the LoS

component’s fractional power is 31%.

3) The fractional DMC power was found to be somewhat

higher in the industrial workshop compared to office en-

vironments in literature due to the cluttered and metallic

nature of the workshop’s inventory. A cautious estimate

of the difference is 4 to 13%, while acknowledging

the possibility that the fractional DMC power may also

correlate with other environment parameters that cannot

be easily deduced from literature, e.g., room dimensions,

Tx-Rx distance, etc.

These results were obtained for the DMC reverberation time:

1) The DMC process in the time-delay domain is well-

described by a single exponential decay. Furthermore,

the DMC reverberation time is nearly constant and

thus independent of Rx location. These observations are

entirely in line with the theory of room electromagnetics.

2) Room electromagnetics can be used to calculate the

average absorption of electromagnetic energy by the

environment. The industrial workshop is found to be 16

to 22% less absorbent compared to office environments

in literature. This is due to the metallic and thus highly

reflective nature of the materials in the workshop.
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